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ABSTRACT
Background. Intraoperative margin assessment for breast
cancer patients undergoing segmental mastectomy (SM)
enables identification of positive margins, with immediate
excision of additional tissue to obtain negative margins.
Objective. The aim of this study was to determine the
ability of digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) to detect
positive margins compared with an institution’s standard
extensive processing (SEP).
Methods. SM specimens underwent intraoperative SEP
with two-dimensional (2D) imaging of the intact and sliced
specimen, with review by a breast radiologist and gross
assessment by a breast pathologist. Findings guided the
surgeon to excise additional tissue. DBT images of intact
specimens were prospectively obtained and retrospectively
reviewed by a breast radiologist. A positive margin was
defined as tumor at ink.
Results. Ninety-eight patients underwent 99 SMs. With
SEP, 14 (14%) SM specimens had 19 positive margins.
SEP did not detect 3 of the 19 positive margins, for a
sensitivity of 84%, specificity of 78%, positive predictive
value (PPV) of 11%, and negative predictive value (NPV)
of 99%. Moreover, DBT did not detect 5 of the 19 positive
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margins, for a sensitivity of 74% (p [ 0.05), specificity of
91% (p \ 0.05), PPV of 21.5%, and NPV of 99%. With
SEP guidance to excise additional tissue, six cases had final
positive margins, with SEP not identifying three of these
cases and DBT not identifying two. Pathology from the
second surgery of these patients showed either no additional malignancy or only focal ductal carcinoma in situ.
Conclusions. DBT is an accurate method for detecting
positive margins in breast cancer patients undergoing SM,
performing similar to institutional labor-intensive, intraoperative standard processing.
Advantages for breast cancer patients undergoing segmental mastectomy (SM) compared with mastectomy
include similar local recurrence rates and survival with
lower complications.1,2 However, adequate local control
with SM depends on obtaining negative margins and
receipt of radiation.3,4 Identifying positive margins intraoperatively using an efficient, accurate technique remains
challenging, with re-excision rates up to 20–40%.5 Additional surgery to obtain clear margins increases the risk of
surgical complications, healthcare costs, and patient
recovery time.6–8
SM margins are commonly assessed intraoperatively
using gross evaluation and two-dimensional (2D) specimen
imaging; however, this method is not accurate in identifying microscopic disease at the margins.6,9 In a metaanalysis, the pooled sensitivity for margin assessment with
2D imaging was 53%, compared with a sensitivity of 86%
for frozen section and 91% with touch preparation.10
Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) was approved by
the Federal Drug Administration in 2011 for breast cancer
screening. DBT creates a series of thin-sliced, 2D images
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with angular rotation to provide z-axis resolution, resulting
in improved lesion conspicuity with increased cancer
detection rates and fewer call backs.11–16 It has been
adapted into smaller portable units for obtaining intraoperative three-dimensional (3D) images of SM specimens.17
The aim of this study was to determine the ability of
DBT to detect positive margins in breast cancer patients
undergoing SM compared with an academic institution’s
intraoperative standard extensive processing (SEP) that
utilizes 2D specimen imaging.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
After approval from the University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center Institutional Review Board (IRB),
we identified 98 patients who underwent 99 SMs between
November 2016 and September 2017 with DBT specimen
images. Patients were excluded if they had a complete
response on final pathology after receiving preoperative
systemic therapy as the images of these specimens had
varying degrees of detectable residual abnormalities.
Clinical, imaging, surgical, and pathology data were retrospectively analyzed.
Our institution’s SEP included four steps, as detailed in
Fig. 1. Intact specimen films were acquired using 2D
imaging (Faxitron MX20; Faxitron Bioptics, LLC, Tuscon,
AZ, USA). The specimen was sectioned in 3–5 mm slices
and the slices were also imaged. The pathologist’s and
breast imager’s combined analysis of the specimen guided
the surgeon’s excision of additional tissue targeted to the
specific edge(s) interpreted by SEP as having tumor at

ink.18,19 Excision of additional tissue was also at the discretion of the surgeon. If there was palpable nodularity in
the lumpectomy bed of the remaining breast tissue, this
tissue was also excised. Routine shave margins of the
lumpectomy cavity were not performed.
Permanent margin status was determined by examining
formalin-fixed, permanent paraffin-embedded sections, and
margin width was reported in millimeters. A positive
margin was defined as tumor at ink; a close margin was
defined as malignancy 0.1 to B 1.9 mm from the inked
edge; and a negative margin was defined as malignancy
C 2.0 mm from the inked edge. Final margin status
included permanent pathology of the primary specimen and
permanent pathology of the additional excised tissue. For
three cases where the primary specimen had tumor at ink at
the junction of multiple edges (i.e. anterior/lateral), these
margins were considered as separate margins for statistical
analysis.
DBT images of the intact SM specimen were acquired
using the Mozart system (Kubtec Medical Imaging, Stratford, CT, USA) prior to serial sectioning of the specimen.
Images were obtained using the standard tomosynthesis
technique, which generated multiple low-dose projection
images over a 30-degree arc and were reconstructed into a
series of 1-mm sections to create a set of parallel slices.
DBT images were stored and retrospectively reviewed by
one of two breast radiologists. This retrospective review
was not available for intraoperative specimen analysis and
did not guide additional tissue excision. DBT images were
not read by the breast surgeons.

98 patients undergoing
99 segmental
mastectomies

Sutures and inking to orient specimen

3-D tomoimages for retrospective

Intact Specimen 2-D Image

Specimen Slicing and Pathologist’s
Gross Evaluation

Sliced Specimen 2-D Image and
Mammographer’s Evaluation

review by mammographer

Additional Tissue Excised
Based on Pathology,
Mammography, and Surgeon
Evaluation

Segmental Mastectomy Specimen
Permanent Pathology

Additional Excised Tissue
Permanent Pathology

Final Margin Status on Permanent
Pathology

FIG. 1 Segmental mastectomy specimen processing for intra-operative and permanent pathology evaluation
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To evaluate the accuracy of SEP and DBT for identifying SM primary specimens having tumor at ink, and
correctly detecting the specific specimen edge having
tumor at ink, sensitivity, specificity, false negative rate
(FNR), positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) were calculated. The p values were
calculated using McNemar’s test, and a p value B 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
The median age of patients was 60.2 years (range
35–86), and the majority of patients had T1 invasive ductal
cancer (IDC) (Table 1). Cancer mammogram presentation
included architectural distortion (n = 18), calcifications
(n = 15), asymmetry (n = 47), or asymmetry with calcifications (n = 14). Five cancers were occult on
mammography and were detected on breast ultrasound or
magnetic resonance imaging.
Institutional Standard Extensive Processing
Identifying Primary Specimens Having Tumor at Ink On
permanent pathology, 14 of the 99 SM primary specimens
(14%) had tumor at ink at one or more of the specimen
edges. All 14 of these primary specimens were identified
by SEP for a sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 28%, FNR
of 0%, PPV of 19%, and NPV of 100% (Table 2a).
Determining the Primary Specimen Edge Having Tumor
at Ink On permanent pathology, 11 primary specimens
had tumor at ink at one edge and three primary specimens
had two or more edges with tumor at ink, for a total of 19
positive margins. SEP did not detect tumor at ink on the
TABLE 1 Tumor histology and size on segmental mastectomy
permanent pathology
Histology

No. of cases

Invasive ductal

74

Invasive lobular

5

Mixed invasive ductal/lobular
Phyllodes

5
2

Ductal carcinoma in situ
Pleomorphic lobular carcinoma in situ

12
1

T stage
Tis

13

T1

68

T2

17

T3

1

Tis in situ disease, T tumor

edges of three primary specimens, resulting in an 84%
sensitivity, specificity of 78%, FNR of 16%, PPV of 11%,
and NPV of 99% (Table 2b). These three primary
specimens (case numbers 78, 97, and 106) also had close
margins, with SEP identifying only the close margins. SEP
did not detect two primary specimens having an edge with
ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) at ink and one primary
specimen having an edge with IDC at ink. These three
patients underwent a second surgery, with two having no
malignancy and one having focal DCIS (Table 3). Of the
594 total margins on the 99 SM specimens in the cohort, 19
were positive and 575 were negative, resulting in 3.2% of
the margins having tumor at ink.
Interpreting the Edges of Primary Segmental Mastectomy
(SM) Specimens as Having Tumor at Ink Seventy-four of
the 99 primary SM specimens were read by SEP as having
tumor at ink. Additional tissue was excised at the specific
edge of concern, with only 16 (21.6%) specimens having
malignancy (7 with invasive cancer and 9 with DCIS), for a
specificity of 28.2%.
Of the 85 primary specimens having no tumor at ink on
permanent pathology, SEP interpreted seven (8%) specimens as having tumor at ink and that the additional excised
tissue contained malignancy. Forty-one of these 85 primary
specimens had malignancy 0.1 to B 1.9 mm from ink. SEP
interpreted eight (19.5%) of these primary specimens as
having no tumor at the edge. For the remaining 33 primary
specimens with a close edge, SEP interpreted them as
having tumor at ink. In six of these primary specimens,
SEP-directed excision of additional tissue contained
malignancy (three cases with IDC and three with DCIS).
Final Margin Status Six of the 99 primary specimens had
tumor at ink at a total of six final margins (includes the
primary specimen and SEP-guided targeted excision of
additional tissue), resulting in 6% of patients having a final
positive margin. None of these six patients received
preoperative chemotherapy or endocrine therapy. Four
cases had IDC (two with T1 lesions and two with T2
lesions) and two cases had extensive DCIS.
Of the six cases with positive final margins, the additional excised tissue in three cases still had tumor at ink
(cases numbers 2, 95, and 115), resulting in these patients
returning to the operating room (OR). SEP did not identify
three primary specimens having tumor at the inked edge,
with two having DCIS at ink (case numbers 78 and 97) and
one having IDC at ink (case number 106). These three
patients underwent a second surgery and only one (case
number 106) had focal DCIS (Table 3). In total, 10 patients
underwent a second surgery for tumor at ink or close
margins, with eight having a re-excision SM and two
having mastectomy.

0

SM with one or more edges having tumor at ink
(n = 14)
DBT (%)

18.7
100

Positive predictive value

Negative predictive value

448
3

Edges with no tumor at ink (n = 575)

Edges having tumor at ink (n = 19)

16

127

SEP interpreted edge(s) as having
tumor at ink
(N = number of SM specimens)

15.8
11.2
99.3

Positive predictive value

Negative predictive value

77.9

Specificity

FNR

84.2

Sensitivity

SEP (%)

SEP interpreted as no tumor at ink
(N = number of SM specimens)

Permanent pathology of individual
SM edges (n =594)

(b) Determining the location of the SM edge having tumor at ink using SEP or DBT

28.2
0

Specificity

5

524

99.1

21.5

26.3

91.1

73.7

DBT (%)

DBT interpreted as no tumor at ink
(N = number of SM specimens)

98.5

40.6

7.1

77.6

1

66

DBT interpreted as no tumor at
ink
(N = number of SM
specimens)

92.9

14

61

SEP interpreted as having tumor
at ink
(N = number of SM specimens)

100

False negative rate

Sensitivity

24

SM with no tumor at ink (n = 85)

SEP (%)

SEP interpreted as no tumor at
ink
(N = number of SM
specimens)

SM permanent pathology (n = 99)

(a) Identifying SM specimens having tumor at an inked edge using SEP or DBT

TABLE 2 Comparison of SEP and DBT for identifying positive margins

[ 0.05

\ 0.0001

[ 0.05

p value

14

51

0.32

\ 0.0001

0.32

p value

DBT interpreted edge(s) as having
tumor at ink
(N = number of SM specimens)

13

19

DBT interpreted as having tumor
at ink
(N = number of SM specimens)
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Identifying Primary Specimens Having Tumor at Ink Of
the 14 primary SM specimens having tumor at ink, 13 were
identified by DBT. The one case not identified by DBT
(case number 97) had IDC and extensive DCIS, with the
medial specimen edge having DCIS at ink. SEP identified
this specimen as having tumor at ink but interpreted the
lateral edge as being close for malignancy and did not
identify the specimen’s medial edge as having DCIS at ink.
The additional excised lateral tissue contained only focal
DCIS. The patient returned to the OR for excision of
medial tissue which only contained focal atypical ductal
hyperplasia (ADH) (electronic supplementary Fig. 1).

SEP standard extensive processing, DBT digital breast tomosynthesis, SM segmental mastectomy, n number

13
3
–
SEP interpreting a pathologic
positive edge as having
tumor at ink

–

1
2
–
SEP interpreting a pathologic
positive edge as having no
tumor at ink

–

–
–
36
91
SEP interpreting a pathologic
negative edge as having
tumor at ink

–
15
433
SEP interpreting a pathologic
negative edge as having no
tumor at ink

DBT interpreting a pathologic
positive edge as having no
tumor at ink (n = number of
SM edges)

–

Digital Breast Tomosynthesis

DBT interpreting a pathologic negative
edge as having tumor at ink
(n =number of SM edges)
DBT interpreting a pathologic negative
edge as having no tumor at ink
(n =number of SM edges)

(c) Comparison of SEP and DBT for accurately assessing SM edges having tumor at ink or no tumor at ink

TABLE 2 continued

DBT interpreting a pathologic
positive edge as having tumor at
ink (n =number of SM edges)
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Determining the Edge on the Primary Specimen Having
Tumor at Ink Of the 14 primary SM specimens having
tumor at ink at 19 edges, DBT detected 14 of these edges,
for a sensitivity of 74%, specificity of 91%, FNR of 26%,
PPV of 21.5%, and NPV of 99% (Table 2b). Both SEP and
DBT interpretations would have resulted in three patients
having tumor at ink, necessitating a second surgery. Of
these, two primary specimens (case numbers 78 and 97)
had extensive DCIS that neither SEP nor DBT detected. In
case number 78, the patient underwent a second surgery,
with no malignancy identified. For the positive DCIS edge
of primary specimen number 97, the patient’s second
surgery only showed focal ADH (Table 3). For the third
primary specimen (case number 82), DBT did not detect its
medial edge that had invasive disease at ink, but SEP did.
SEP-guided excision of additional medial tissue had a
3.5 mm IDC foci (electronic supplementary Fig. 2).
DBT detected one of the three primary specimens having tumor at ink (case number 106, with IDC) that was not
detected by SEP (Fig. 2). The patient underwent a second
surgery, and excision of tissue at the area of concern
contained only focal DCIS.
Interpreting the Edges of Primary SM Specimens
as Having Tumor at Ink DBT interpreted 32 of the 99
primary specimens as having tumor at ink, while SEP
interpreted 74 specimens as having tumor at ink. Only 16
primary specimens had malignancy in SEP-directed
additional excised tissue, of which 11 were also
identified by DBT. For the five primary specimens that
DBT did not identify as having tumor at ink, SEP-directed
excision of additional tissue contained only focal DCIS in
four cases. The fifth primary specimen had a 5.5 cm
invasive lobular cancer (ILC), with SEP-directed excision
of additional tissue containing a 3 mm and 1 mm ILC foci.
For identifying primary specimens having tumor at ink,
DBT had a sensitivity of 92.9%, specificity of 77.6%, FNR
of 7.1%, PPV of 40.6%, and NPV of 98.5% (Table 2a).

Density

Density

Density and
calcifications

None

78

95

97

106

Density

Palpation

ULS-guided
radioactive seed

Mammogram-guided
wire

ULS-guided
radioactive seed

Palpation

Mammogram-guided
radioactive seed

Localization method

posterior (-)

Inferior: 5 mm mixed IDC/ILC at
margin

(?) margin: lateral,
inferior

Posterior (-)

Inferior (-)

Superior (-)

Lateral: focal DCIS

Posterior: extensive DCIS at
margin

Inferior/posterior: extensive
DCIS \ 2 mm from margin

Lateral: 5 mm mixed IDC/ILC

c

Anterior

Anterior–Posterior

Anterior (-)

Posterior

Inferior

Lateral

Posterior

Superior Inferior

Lateral

Posterior

Inferior

Lateral

Inferior

Medial

Superior

None

Posterior

inferior (-)

Re-excision SM:

medial: focal DCIS

Re-excision SM:

posterior (-)

medial: focal ADH

Re-excision SM:

Total mastectomy:
extensive DCIS

Lateral/anterior (-)

Inferior (-)

Posterior (-)

Re-excision SM:
Medial: focal DCIS

Superior

Superior

Superior (-)

Posterior

Lateral

Lateral

Lateral (-)

Inferior
Posterior

Re-excision SM:
inferior (-)

Inferior

Inferior

Inferior: 4 mm IDC at margin

Posterior (-)

Second surgery
performed

DBT-interpreted (?)
margins for SM

SEP-interpreted (?)
margins for SM

Additional excised tissue
pathology and margin status

Mixed IDC/ILC:

\ 1 mm margin:
superior

(?) margin: medial

IDC:

posterior, lateral:
DCISb

anterior: IDC;

\ 1 mm margins:

(?) margin: medial
DCISa

IDC with extensive
DCIS:

(?) margin:
posterior

Extensive DCIS:

posterior, inferior,
mediala

\ 1 mm margins:

Extensive DCIS:
(?) margin: lateral/
anteriora

Clip and seed (no
malignancy)

SM pathology and
margin status

Close margin missed by DBT

(?) margin missed by SEP

c

b

(?) or close margin missed by SEP and DBT

a

SEP standard extensive processing, DBT digital breast tomosynthesis, MRI magnetic resonance imaging, ULS ultrasound, SM segmental mastectomy, DCIS ductal carcinoma in situ, IDC
invasive ductal cancer, ILC invasive lobular cancer, ADH atypical ductal hyperplasia, ? indicates positive, - indicates negative

115

Architectural
distortion

2

(MRI detected)

Mammogram
finding

Case ID
number

TABLE 3 Comparison of permanent pathology, SEP, and DBT for the six segmental mastectomy patients with final positive margins undergoing a second surgery
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Of the 85 primary specimens having no tumor at ink on
permanent pathology, seven had malignancy in SEP-directed additional excised tissue (three invasive and four
DCIS), which is consistent with some cancers being multifocal. DBT identified four of these seven primary
specimens.
DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates the ability of DBT to accurately
identify SM specimens having tumor at ink, with a similar
sensitivity and higher specificity compared with our institutional SEP. Both methods detected the majority of SMs
having tumor at ink, and, similarly, did not detect edges
having minimal focal disease. The disadvantages of SEP
include lower specificity, as it often recommended excision
of additional tissue unnecessarily, it is labor intensive, and
has a longer OR time; however, SEP resulted in a small
number of second surgeries. DBT is not resource-intensive,
although it identified positive margins similar to SEP but
with statistically higher specificity, which decreases the
amount of additional tissue excised unnecessarily. DBT
can replace labor-intensive processing methods given that
its rapid acquisition of high resolution, cross-sectioned
images of the intact specimen takes approximately 1 min,
and can be read by the surgeon.
In an international, prospective study of 102 cases by
Amer et al., including SM specimen images reviewed by a
radiologist, DBT performance was similar to our study’s
Intact specimen film

findings for identifying positive margins, with a 77% sensitivity and 98% specificity, compared with 2D specimen
imaging sensitivity of 62% and specificity of 77%
(p = 0.03).23 Schulz-Wendtland et al. retrospectively
compared 2D specimen imaging with DBT, which had a
higher sensitivity and lower rate of re-excisions compared
with 2D specimen imaging.24
To achieve negative margins, other institutions perform
routine cavity shave margins by excising additional tissue
at all of the lumpectomy edges.20,21 This procedure does
not require a pathologist or radiologist intraoperatively. Its
longer OR time and higher pathology costs have been
reported as being similar to SM without shave margins,
given the latter’s higher number of second surgeries to
obtain negative margins.22
To compare SEP, DBT, and cavity shave margins, SEP
identified all 14 SMs having tumor at ink, while DBT
identified 13; theoretically, the shave margin approach
would have identified all 14 specimens. Of the 19 positive
SM edges, SEP identified 16 and DBT identified 14; theoretically, routine shave margins would have identified all
19 edges. Of the 85 specimens with negative edges, SEP
interpreted 61 as having tumor at ink and DBT interpreted
19; theoretically, the routine shave margin approach would
have interpreted all 85 negative specimens as having tumor
at ink. Of the 594 total edges in the 99 SM specimens, 575
edges had no tumor at ink. SEP interpreted 127 of these
negative edges as positive and DBT interpreted 51 negative
edges as positive; theoretically, the shave margin approach

Sliced specimen film
SEP-directed
excision
of additional
tissue

SEP analysis: superior,
inferior, and posterior
specimen edges with
tumor at ink

Superior tissue:
no malignancy
Inferior tissue:
no malignancy
Posterior tissue:
no malignancy

Primary specimen pathology: 1.8 cm, grade 2, IDC at the medial edge
and < 1mm from superior edge.

Intact specimen composite digital image

Representative 1 mm digital section specimen image

DBT analysis: superior,
medial, and inferior specimen
edges with tumor at ink

SM: segmental mastectomy; SEP: standard extensive processing; DBT: digital breasttomosynthesis ; S: superior; A: anterior; M; medial; L: lateral; I: inferior;
P: posterior; mm: millimeter; IDC: invasive ductal cancer; DCIS: Ductal carcinoma in situ.

FIG. 2 Primary SM specimen with tumor at ink medially not detected by SEP but detected by DBT
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would have considered all 575 negative edges as positive.
Routine shave margins would have theoretically required
excising 575 negative margins in order to include the 19
positive margins. In a randomized study comparing routine
cavity shave margins or no routine shave margins, Chagpar
et al. found that 10% of patients having routine shave
margins returned for a second surgery, compared with 21%
of those not having routine shave margins.21 In our study,
only 14% of the initial SM specimens had a positive
margin, which is lower than both of the two groups in the
randomized shave margin study. SEP had 127 negative
margin excisions, with 16 of the 19 positive margins
excised; three patients (3%) would have needed a second
surgery for the positive margin not detected by SEP. DBT
had 51 negative margins excised, with 14 of the 19 positive
margins excised; five patients would have needed a second
surgery for the positive margin not detected by DBT.
Our study has several limitations. It included 99 cases,
which reflects approximately 6% of the SMs performed at
our institution during this study period. In three studies of
SM patients treated at our institution, close or positive
margins ranged from 5.8 to 20%, with 9% of patients
undergoing re-excision.25–27 The 6% of SM-positive margins in the current study, with 10% of patients undergoing a
second surgery for a close or positive margin, is comparable to our institution’s prior publications in larger
cohorts. In addition, DBT specimen images were retrospectively read by the breast radiologist and did not guide
intraoperative analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
DBT is an accurate technology for detecting the location
of SM-positive margins, performing similar to institutional
labor-intensive processing. It provides targeted excision of
additional tissue in contrast to performing routine shave
margins. A prospective study in a larger cohort is needed to
evaluate the ability of surgeons to intraoperatively identify
SM specimen positive margins utilizing DBT compared
with SEP.
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